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Have a safe and 

wonderful summer. 

Enjoy your kids! 
 

Monday, September 3rd 

1st Day of Sessions 

12:30 dismissal   

CALENDAR 

Dear Parents, Staff and Friends שיחיו, 

Five years have come and gone since I joined the Cheder team in 2013. One 

of my most memorable and enjoyable tasks has been producing the many 

beautiful issues of B’Chadrei Chadorim. It has allowed you all to gain an insid-

er’s view of what takes place in and around our Cheder and Bais Yaakov and 

concurrently enabled me to take stock of our school’s success.  

I surely could not have produced even one, let alone all 65 issues without the 

talent, organization, devotion and dedication of my Cheder right hand, Mrs. 

Chaya Rena Kaplan שתחי‘ . Every one of us in general, and me in particular, 

owe her a tremendous debt of gratitude. May ה‘  bentch her together with all of 

you dear readers with שפע ברכה והצלחה. 

I am sure that I will miss you all in the months and years ahead. יהי רצון שתשרה

 שכינה במעשה ידינו.

It has been a pleasure! 

Sincerely, 

Rabbi Yonah G. Lazar 

So Long, Farewell, Auf Wiedershen, Adieu! 

June 29, 2018 

 8:14 :הדלקת נרות

ח“ז תמוז תשע“ט  

Mrs. Rina Gilden, General Studies Principal, Lower Divisions 

Rabbi Yosef Seldowitz, Menahel 

Mrs. Melissa Levit, Early Childhood Director 

 ש ב ת   ק ו ד ש   פ ר ש ת   ב ל ק   

ד“בס  

Rabbi Yaacov Shalom, General Studies Principal, Older Division 

Mrs. Hadassah Svei, Bais Yaakov Supervisor  

CLIFTON CHEDER 

123 INDUSTRIAL EAST 

CLIFTON, NJ 07012 

(973) 472-0011  

ADMIN@CLIFTONCHEDER.ORG 

Rabbi Yonah G. Lazar, Dean 
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graced by Mr. Schonwetter and 

his family, Mr. Slotkin and Rav 

Chaim Yitzchok Weiss, Rosh Kollel 

of Yeshiva of Staten Island who 

represented his father. Each sur-

vivor was presented with a photo 

memento of himself and the 

group of boys who interviewed 

him. The talmidim themselves 

spoke of the great lessons in 

Emunah, positivity, endurance 

and the importance of family 

they gained from the great men 

they have gotten to know. 

Mr. Slotkin showed the boys the 

number tattooed on his arm by 

the evil Nazis yemach shemam 

of 160961. He showed them how 

the digits add up to the sum of 

23 – the perek in Tehillim where 

Dovid Hamelach writes, Gam ki 

elech b’gei tzalmoves lo e’erah 

ra, ki Atah imadi. When Mr. Slot-

kin turned his arm over, the num-

ber is read backwards. In that 

direction to the sum total equals 

26, proving to all that Hashem 

was with him at every moment.  

The multi month educational pro-

The Young Israel of Passaic - Clif-

ton was filled as Clifton Cheder 

premiered Names, Not Numbers, 

A Movie in the Making to the 

community at large. Produced 

by Mrs. Tova Fish- Rosenberg and 

Cheder parent and filmmaker Mr. 

Jarrod Hurwitz. Names, Not Num-

bers © is a unique interactive mul-

ti-media project teaching stu-

dents the lessons of the Holo-

caust in a hands on fashion. 

The Cheder's eighth graders were 

divided into groups whose job 

was to interview and digitally rec-

ord the personal stories of three 

Holocaust survivors, touching on 

the individual’s life before the 

war, as well as his experiences 

during and immediately following 

the Holocaust: Mr. Mark Schon-

wetter, Mr. Rene Slotkin and 

Harav Gershon Weiss. The boys 

learned the necessary skills and 

techniques to research, interview, 

videograph, etc., which became 

the basis for their 56 minute doc-

umentary film. 

Tuesday evening's program was 

ject was spearheaded by the 

Cheder's talented General Stud-

ies Principal Rabbi Yaacov Sha-

lom, who very passionately ad-

dressed the many attendees and 

thanked all those who made this 

program possible. The Cheder's 

dean, Rabbi Yonah G. Lazar elo-

quently spoke about the power 

of Jewish tears; we cry for the fu-

ture, not over the past. This inter-

generational monumental under-

taking linked our illustrious past 

with our promising future. Rabbi 

Lazar recommended the guests 

to take advantage of the heros 

they were in the presence of and 

ask them for personal brachos, as 

per the famed advice of the 

great Satmar Rov zt”l. 

The Cheder hopes the student will 

add the lessons of the Names, 

Not Numbers project to the 

many, many enduring lessons 

they have learned throughout 

the years of their elementary 

school Chinuch at Clifton Che-

der, where Chinuch and 

Chaishek truly go hand in hand. 

 

Names, Not Numbers © Intergenerational Inspiration  
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downstairs. Midway down the 

hallway, I hear Mrs. Gutstein and 

Mr. Asarnow at the same time, in 

opposite classrooms, having live-

ly discussions with their boys 

about the intricacies of govern-

ments and their responsibilities to 

the citizens.  

An idea begins to formulate. 

Mrs. Gilden had just sent the 

teachers a memo about her 

newest creation - a fair where 

classes would display what they 

had learned about different 

communities in the world.  I run 

to her office and ask her if this 

would be a good time to give 

the students a hands on experi-

ence involving community ser-

vice. We can 

teach the im-

portance of tak-

ing care of the 

world Hashem 

had given us, 

while showing 

the Clifton com-

m un i t y  h o w 

much we care 

By: Mrs. Aliza Bloom 

Walking the halls of the Clifton 

Cheder you often hear interest-

ing things going on in the class-

rooms.  

One fine Spring day I heard 

Mrs. Goldberg’s second grade 

class chanting “Recycle, Re-

duce, Reuse.” I listened for a 

moment at the door as Mrs. 

Goldberg explained to the 

boys how long it takes for a 

plastic bottle to decompose 

into the earth and how much 

better it is for the environment 

to recycle them.  The boys 

were convinced! 

I pulled myself away from the 

door and continued walking 

about our personal neighbor-

hood. Mrs. Gilden loved the idea 

and the brainstorming began; 

everyone became involved. 

Keeping Communities Safe: 

First we invited Clifton City Coun-

cilman Ray Grabowski to address 

the 4th, 6th and 8th grade clas-

ses, who were learning about 

government. Mr. Grabowski ex-

plained how laws were formed in 

our community, and how even 

our own students could get in-

volved. He was honest and de-

tailed in his presentation. He even 

diplomatically handled  a ques-

tion by one of the boys about 

why the zoning of our new school 

building is taking so long. (He said 

it takes time to hear all the com-

plaints and to give each side a 

fair hearing). Students learned 

about the importance of laws, as 

well as the different local jobs 

that keep us safe. 

Keeping Communities Clean: 

Next Mrs. Goldberg’s second 

grade class launched a water 

bottle recycling campaign in the 

school. Blue bins were 

placed on each floor and 

the boys designed slogans 

and posters to hang in the 

hallways encouraging peo-

ple to recycle. B"H we col-

lected so many bottles! It 

really makes a difference! 

Miss Gold’s third grade class 

did the real dirty work going 

to the Athenia Steele Park in 

Clifton to clean up garbage. 

The boys were so excited to 
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clean up! Perhaps it was the cool picker and handheld garbage 

bags which made it so much fun? Or was it seeing the interesting 

things people leave behind in the park like socks? 

Keeping Communities Beautiful: 

Miss. Rosensweig’s first grade class tied up the project with a beauti-

ful bow. The boys donated and planted flowers in Chelsea Park to 

help the Clifton Recreation Department make this park more festive 

and lively for the children that come to play in the nearby play-

ground. Equipped with their own personal shovels and flowers, the 

boys went to work spreading the beauty all over the grounds.  

At the Community Fair, our entire Cheder community was invited to 

involve themselves by giving thanks and giving back. Families wrote 

beautiful thank you letters to local neighborhood helpers, and 

planted apple seeds. 
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Thank You To.. 
- the Cohen family for donating a book to Morah Jen’s Kindergarten class in honor of Aryeh’s 5th birthday. 

- the Dworetsky family for donating a book to Morah Jen’s Kindergarten class in honor of Chaim’s 5th birth-

day. 

- the Rothenberg family for donating a book to Morah Perel’s Pre1A class in honor of Esther’s 6th birthday. 

- the Vinnik family for donating a book to Morah Melissa’s Nursery class in honor of Avigail’s 4th birthday.  

- the Weitzman family for donating a book to Morah Jen’s Kindergarten class in honor of Aliza Bracha’s 5th 

birthday. 

- the Zarkhin family for donating a book and a toy to Morah Melissa’s Nursery class in honor of Aviva’s 4th 

birthday. 

- the Zanziper family for donating a book to Morah Jen’s Kindergarten class in honor of Layla’s 5th birthday. 

 

Mazel Tov To..  
- Mr. and Mrs. Avraham Baruchov on the engage-

ment of their daughter.  

- Mr. and Mrs. Elchanon Gelb on the marriage of 

their daughter. 

- Mr. Yaakov and Morah Sarah Rosenthal on the en-

gagement of her son Yosef to Basya Brevda. 

- Rabbi and Mrs. Yosef Seldowitz on the birth of a 

baby girl. 

- Mr. and Mrs. Mark Shapiro on Aryeh’s Bar Mitzvah. 

- Mr. and Mrs. Yitzchak Zanziper on the birth of twin 

boys. 

- Our hard working talmidim for their recent learning 

accomplishments: 

Pre1A - Receiving their Siddurim 

1st - Completing Parshas Noach and chazaring 

Parshios Beraishis and Noach! 

2nd - Completing Parshas Toldos and chazaring 

Thank you to the פרנס היום sponsors who dedicated the Cheder’s davening & learning: 

- Rabbi and Mrs. Elchanan Erlanger: ז אדר“כ  - March 14th, in memory of ה“שלמה ע‘ חסיה בת ר . 

- Mr. and Mrs. Alex Kushnir: אייר‘ ג  - April 18th, as a zechus for אסתר בת דינה and אליענה בת אסתר. 

- Ms. Judy Jacobson: ד ניסן“כ  - April 9, in memory of ה“מרים בת יוסף ע  upon her first yahrtzeit. 

- Mr. and Mrs. Allen Levit: ו ניסן“כ  - April 11th, in memory of ל“רפאל שמעון בן חיים ישראל ז , brother of Mr. Levit. 

- Mr. and Mrs. Alex Kushnir: אייר‘ ב  - April 17th, as a zechus refuah shelaima for בנציון בן מרים. 

- Mr. and Mrs. Yitzy Mittel: אייר‘ י  - April 25th, in memory of ה“גיטחה בת אליעזר הלוי ע , Mr. Mittel’s mother, upon her 

yahrtzeit. 

- Mr. and Mrs. Alex Kushnir: ז סיון“י  -  May 31st, as a zechus refuah shelaima for גאלדה זהבה בת לאה.  

 פרנסי היום

Lech Lecha 

3rd - Completing Parshas 

Vayigash and Vayichi. 

Also for completing Perek 

Bais of Maseches Sukka 

and the entire Sefer Be-

raishis! 

4th - Completing Parshios Beshalach and Yisro, 

Maseches Megilla and Sefer Yehoshua. 

5th - Completing Parshas Vayikra, Mishnayos 

Maseches Shekalim and Sefer Shoftim. 

6th - Completing Mishnayos Maseches Shabbos, Par-

shas Shelach and Korach. 

7th - Completing Gemara Maseches Makkos and 

Parshas Mishpatim. 

8th - Completing Maseches Eiruvin, Moed Katan, 

Chagiga and the entire Mishnayos Seder Moed! 
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The Kindergarten graduation was a smashing suc-

cess. Every seat was filled (no standing room either!) 

and all eyes were glued on twenty adorable per-

formers. Singing songs from throughout the school 

year, the Kindergarteners sang their hearts out 

in unison. 

Motions ac-

companied 

each song , 

l e n d i n g 

meaning to 

their songs 

and learn-

ing. Thank 

you to the 

inc red ib le 

Morahs who 

put so much 

effort into 

I Did It! I Graduated Kindergarten! 
the performance and the set-up of the classroom. 

The amount of caring, love and teaching that went 

into the morning was evident. Thank you to the Mit-

tels for the delicious baked goods!  
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Early Childhood Excitement 
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Early Childhood Excitement 
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Siddurations & Celebrations 

ciency to begin to daven from it, 

and an understanding of the gift 

that Tefilla is. The boys demon-

strated that appreciation with 

their impressive Tehilim recitation. 

The Bais Yaakov girls prepared for 

their Sidduration by exploring Te-

filla; thinking of what they would 

daven for, and interviewing oth-

ers to hear what their parents, 

siblings and principals ask Ha-

shem for. The girls got a range of 

answers; parents davening for 

their children to follow the Torah 

way; brothers davening for the 

Jewish people; sisters to be 

friends; principals, for students 

and teachers to be happy and 

successful. They got answers that 

For thirty two precious youngsters, 

Monday, May 28th marked the 

day they crossed the threshold 

from preschoolers to Talmidim 

and Talmidos. The Cheder/Bais 

Yaakov Sidduration was celebrat-

ed with much pomp and cere-

mony in the hall of the Adas, with 

proud parents, grandparents and 

siblings joining in the simcha.  

The Pre-1A year is a remarkable 

one, in that the children transition 

from little children to big children 

in their ten month stay. Students 

enter Pre-1A with a basic recog-

nition of the Aleph-Bais letters, 

and commence the year with 

their very own Siddur, the profi-

were sweet, meaningful and 

poignant; sincere and serious; 

honest and heartfelt. The presen-

tation focused on those who da-

ven for them, and the things they 

can thank Hashem for. The inter-

view responses opened the girls 

up to the many requests they 

can make from Hashem as privi-

leged prayers.  

The children were charming in 

their beautiful costumes and 

crowns, little people on a big 

stage, balloons bobbing in the 

background. The audience 

cheered them on and thorough-

ly enjoyed the moving perfor-

mances. Refreshments were 

shared, Brachos were wished, 

and the children continued with 

their day. For us, watching them 

move on is a rite of passage. 

They've certainly earned their 

stripes, like the others before 

them, they've graduated with 

honors and received their covet-

ed Siddurim. We prod them for-

ward with our own Tefillos for 

them; we daven they should 

treasure their Siddurim eve-

ry tomorrow the way they do to-

day. 

Special thanks to Rabbi and Mrs. 

Menachem Wiederman for 

sponsoring the boys’ siddurim in 

memory of ה“פייגא בת יוסף הלל ע  

and ל בן יהודה צבי הירש “משה אפרים ז

י“נ  and to Rabbi and Mrs. Yonah 

G. Lazar for sponsoring the girls’ 

siddurim in memory of Rabbi Laz-

ar’s mother, שמואל ‘ אסתר מלכה בת ר

ה“ע . May all the beautiful תפילות in 

the years to come serve as an 

  .עילוי לנשמתם
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Civil Talents 

The Civil War 

By: Yaakov Kushnir and Alex Wiederman 

It started out at Bull Run 

And it looked like it would be fun, 

As more were killed 

Hundreds of people headed for the hills. 

A short war people thought it would be 

With the Union in a quick victory. 

But then when the Confederates won the battle of 

Bull Run 

Hundreds of people were proven wrong. 

Stonewall Jackson saved the day, 

He was on his horse like a “Stonewall” and it 

seemed like child’s play. 

Even though the South won then, 

The Union won in the end. 

 

The Civil War  

By: Yoni Wilk, Yeshaya Orent and Benyamin Zarkhin 

General Lee, 

May just be, 

The greatest man we will ever see, 

Unfortunately, he could not bring victory. 

“I would rather die a thousand deaths” said he, 

To meet Grant a shame it would be. 

To surrender his army, 

For the Union would be a party. 

 

To end the reign of slavery, 

Please sympathize with me, 

For the Black’s freedom is key, 

I have been owning slaves since I was three, 

And now I have a little money, 

Many think this is funny. 

A victim of the scorch earth policy, 

Which in theory, 

Was very deadly. 

 

William T. Sherman’s march to the sea, 

And now my friend Lee is in Union custody, 

Over 600,000 will die 

In this bloody war, 

Let’s remember what they fought for. 

 

Civil War Events 

By: Meir Kagan, Menachem Compart and Naftali 

Shulman 

Listen people, I’m giving some facts about the Civil 

War, 

Consider this a museum, and I am giving you a tour, 

This war lasted from 1861-1865, 

And 620,000 people lost their lives. 

 

Brother to brother, father to son, 

Everybody was happy when it was done. 

 

The main issue of the war turned out to be slavery, 

Everyday for African Americans were misery. 

 

Before the Battle of Bull Run, 

Everyone thought the chances for the South win-

ning 10-1. 

 

At the Battle of Antietam, 25,000 were dead, 

It was the bloodiest battle in American history peo-

ple said. 

 

At the end of the war, Abraham Lincoln was shot 

dead, 

One shot from John Wilkes Booth to the head. 

 

Mr. Asarnow’s six grade class recently studied the Civil War during which many songs and poems were 

written. These are poems written about the Civil War by the students.  
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The Graduating Class of 5778 - 2018 

With tremendous שבח והודאה to ה‘ , 

Clifton Cheder celebrated the 

commencement exercises of the 

class of 5778/2018!  

From the beautiful processional 

at the opening through the final 

goodbyes post מעריב, everyone 

was proud. Proud of the Cheder, 

proud of this class and proud of 

each individual talmid’s accom-

plishments. 

The evening began with Rabbi 

Seldowitz sharing his excitement 

in each talmid’s עלי‘ . As these 

talmidim were Rabbi Seldowitz’s 

original 5th Cheder class, the 

Menahel expressed how well he 

knows their strengths and strug-

gles and how proud he is of how 

far each boy has come. Rabbi 

Seldowitz told the talmidim that 

just as he knows they have a spe-

cial place in his heart, he is cer-

tain he is in their hearts as well. 

Next to the podium was our be-

loved and devoted 8th grade 

Rebbe, Rabbi Motti Koval. Rabbi 

Koval spoke about each and 

every talmid’s individuality. 

Quotes from his warm sentiments 

follow: 

Yaakov Davidovici: Your learning 

is alive and real, a קשא on the 

 .is a real problem for you סוגיא

Your sense of humor, lively de-

bates and געשמאק in life add so 

much to our classroom. 

Yaakov Feinsod: Your determina-

tion to write down every single 

word in every single subject we 

learned no matter how long it 

took you and how tedious it was, 

was a real חיזוק to me! Being the 

class’ best athlete coupled with 

your great sportsmanship makes 

you the perfect class captain. 

Pinny Kagan: Your devotion to 

coming to night סדר as well as 

your ever steady attendance 

made you an anchor of תורה in 

our class; the go to man that we 

were always able to count on! 

Your generous heart and caring 

personality makes you beloved 

by all your peers. 

Yaakov Katina: You are a super 

motivated boy with a sincere 

passion for תורה ועבודת ה‘ . You are 

focused and determined with 

your head set on straight. I will 

miss your challenging קושיות and 

clarity of thought that you bring 

out in every סוגיא. 

Shlomo Simcha Kovacs: You are 

very responsible, very reliable 

and extremely honest. All of 

these traits earn you lots of 

friends. Your radiance of חן 

allowed you to join our class to-

wards the end of elementary 

school and socially still rise to the 

top. 

Binyamin Mathias: You stand 

 as a boy who takes ,משכמו ולמעלה

his learning seriously and really 

understands the סוגיא.  In 

preparation for class, I first pre-

pare the גמרא and then I prepare 

it again with you in mind. Your 

soft way with people, together 

with your exceptional מידות 
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The Graduating Class of 5778 - 2018 

Michael Yehuda Lefkowitz ל“זצ , a 

giant מחנך and a giant Mentch 

for them to learn from. 

The class were  then represented 

by two of their own, Binyomin 

Mathias and Yaakov Katina. Bin-

yomin thanked his Rebbeim and 

teachers for the excellent edu-

cation they received and took 

special note of what they 

learned from each and every 

Rebbe, back to their starting 

days in Pre1A. Marking the culmi-

nation of their Cheder learning, 

the class were מסיים all of the 

 and סיום The .סדר מועד in משניות

 was beautifully delivered by הדרן

Yaakov Katina.  

Before Rabbi Lazar had a 

chance to begin his charge to 

the graduates, the talmidim pre-

sented him with a special gift of 

thanks. The thank you was for his 

years of involvement in their חינוך 

and particularly for his in depth 

weekly שיעורים this year, learning 

 in depth with the ספר יונה

graduates. Both boys and their 

parents expressed how much the 

תלמידים   gained from exploring 

this ספר from a whole new 

perspective. 

In Rabbi Lazar’s address he fo-

cused on not allowing ourselves 

to be satisfied with mediocrity, 

rather to aim higher and keep 

climbing until you have reached 

your goal. As the wisest of all 

men שלמה המלך teaches: ” כל אשר

“תמצא בידך בכחך עשה . Do whatever 

is in your abilities to do. Hashem 

expects no more, but nor will He 

accept any less. 

The final words of nachas came 

from General Studies principal, 

Rabbi Yaacov Shalom who had 

the honor of distributing the 

beautiful diplomas. Rabbi 

Shalom’s message focused on 

the great effort the boys invested 

to earn these certificates and  

that not only are we proud; the 

talmidim too should and are 

proud as well. 

In traditional Cheder style the 

refreshments were beautifully set 

up, thanks to Mrs. Strimber. 

Thank you to Rabbi Kagan for all 

of the logistical details and to 

Mrs. Goldfarb for all the detailed 

skill invested into the invitations, 

programs and diplomas. Special 

thank you to the Mittel family for 

providing the cakes and cookies. 

 to 6th grader Yaakov יישר כחך

Aryeh Kushnir for providing the 

beautiful music for the evening. 

Most importantly, thank you to 

ת“השי  for allowing our boys to 

reach this incredible milestone in 

their lives. 

earned you so many friends. 

Sage Settenbrino: Your sharp 

mind and great קושיות on the 

 add so much enthusiasm פרשה

to our class. You amaze us all 

with your ear for music, gift of 

art and cheerful, happy go 

lucky personality. 

Dovid Shillingford: Your love of 

learning, with your constant ef-

fort to keep growing and taking 

on more חברותות is what makes 

you a true בן עלי‘ . Your maturity 

and easy going nature enabled 

you to join our class in 8th grade 

and still be from the most popu-

lar boys. 

Avigdor Srulovich: Your determi-

nation and belief in yourself en-

abled you to accomplish so 

much in your learning this year. 

Your thoughtfulness, care and 

genuine concern for others 

make you the boy everyone 

wants to have around. 

 ואחרון אחרון חביב

10) Dovi Strimber: Last on the list 

but definitely not least. Your de-

sire to really understand the 

 and all the work you put in גמרא

to get there is a true נחת to me. 

Your soft caring and sensitive 

side along with you being a real 

 makes you a true role בעל מידות

model for all your peers. As they 

say in our class “If you want to 

get something done give it to 

Dovi. He’ll accomplish it, quietly, 

unassumingly and always with a 

smile.”  

Each talmid was presented with 

a special newly released story 

of the life and lessons of Harav 
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The Graduating Class of 5778 - 2018 
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Mazel tov!  

Our Bais Yaakov first graders published 

their first book, their own Autobiog-

raphy. 

The girls celebrated this trip through 

the Writer's Process with a cafe 

themed celebration, complete with 

songs, a dance, and each author 

reading aloud a selected piece. And 

of course, cookies and chocolate milk 

were enjoyed by all! 

Mothers celebrated their daughter's 

accomplishment as they journeyed 

through the year, admiring all of their 

daughter's writing. Journals, portfolios, 

self portraits, and Me on the Map 

packets adorned the room as the girls 

celebrated themselves. Great job girls, 

we are so proud of you! 

BY Publishing Party 

Talmidos + Water + Lag B’Omer = Great Fun! 
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Lag B’Omer Spirit! 
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Bais Hamikdash Comes to Life 

Early Childhood Fun 

EC Shabbos party dress up 

There’s no day like a sprinkler day to mark the 

end of school and the beginning of summer! 

The Early Childhood students excitedly got 

ready for a fun water activity on a hot hot day 

in the last week of school. Shrieks of delight 

could be heard throughout the area! 
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Enjoying Elementary 

Rabbi Schulman and his 2nd grade talmidim enjoying 

an end of year trip to Chelsea Park and Clifton Fire Station. 

1st Grade talmidim and their beloved Rebbe, Rabbi Alter 

during their Kiddush Hashem generating end of year Seasons trip. 

3rd graders pictured next to their creative 

 displays; a hands on project to סוכה

reinforce their mastery of משניות סוכה. Siyum Parshas Vayigash  



3rd grade celebrating a great year at the park.  
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Enjoying Elementary 

1,534 Mazel Tovs to our 3rd grade talmidim being מסיים the entire חומש ספר בראשית, 

comprised of 1,534 פסוקים! Mazel tov to our eager learners and good luck with ספר שמות. 

3rd grade—Chesed and Achdus 

up until the last day! 
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Rabbi Erlanger and 4th grade talmidim about to 

embark on an end of year biking trip in celebration 

of their many accomplishments. Special thanks to 

Dr. Alex Kushnir for accompanying the class.  

4th grade talmidim using eggs to measure out the size 

of an 432 .עומר and 1/3 eggs! 

5th graders being מסיים פרשת תרומה.  

5th Grade talmidim touring the Chofetz Chaim Heritage Foundation World Headquarters in Suffern, NY upon 

completing their yearlong Shomrei Halashon curriculum. Special thank you to the Kirsch family for hosting 

the class for a pizza party after the tour.  

5th grade talmidim posing outside their Rebbe's home 

after enjoying an end of year BBQ together. Thank you 

Rabbi Selengut for an amazing year!  

Enjoying Elementary 
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After completing Mishnayos Maseches Shabbos and mas-

tering the 39 melachos, Rabbi Salzman and his 6th grade 

talmidim enjoyed a day at Museum Village in Monroe 

where they saw and experienced many of the melachos as 

in years ago, live! Special thank you to Rabbi Wiederman 

for chaperoning the trip.  

Enjoying Elementary 

The 7th grade had the Z’chus of going to 

Lakewood Rosh Yeshiva, Reb Yeruchem 

Olshin’s house to receive a Brocha followed 

by buying seforim in Capital Seforim. Pictured 

here are the talmidim at Glatt Bite enjoying a 

gala lunch, sponsored by Mishpachas Gelb! 

Thank you so much! 

Celebrating being the highest earners in the Cheder’s Raffle campaign, 

4th and 5th graders enjoying time (and pizza) at the park.  

7th grade celebrating an end of year swim party. 
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Enjoying Elementary 

Led by Rabbi Salzman and Rabbi Silbermintz, our 6th and 7th grade talmidim learned all 

about the special mitzvah of tzitzis and even tied their own!  

7th grade being מסיים the entire גמרא מסכת מכות! Pictured are some of the תלמידים 

and fathers at the grand סיום hosted by their Rebbe, Rabbi Silbermintz.  
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Enjoying Elementary 

8th graders celebrating the completion of their weekly in-depth study of ספר יונה with Rabbi Lazar 

at the pool of Mr. and Mrs. Kurt Stein. The boys loved their swimming and ice cream Siyum!  

8th graders on their post graduation trip at Jiminy Peak followed by swimming, BBQ 

and distribution of שקלא וטריא awards hosted by Rabbi Jake Koval in his Monsey home.  
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The Culmination of Community Curriculum 
Where can you find published books to read, students 

in costume, crafts to make, treats to eat, games to 

play, and projects to see? 

At the Clifton Cheder community fair! 

Our boys in 1st-4th grade came together to culminate 

everything they had learned this year with a communi-

ty wide fair. 

Community is the focus of our spiraling social studies 

curriculum, with first graders learning about themselves 

and their own community, second grade learning 

about neighborhood helpers, third grade learning 

about communities around the world, and fourth 

grade learning about different states within our coun-

try. 

Our fair was special, hosting something for everyone. 

Each student had the opportunity to share a published 

book, one that went through the Writer's Process and 

deserved to be celebrated.  

Classes offered samples of what was done in class dur-

ing their community themed study. There was a meas-

uring and self portrait making station with the first 

grade, costumes and projects to look okay with second 

grade, art and churros to make, mancala to play, and 

Japanese name writing to try in third grade, and vari-

ous food samples and informative activities to take part 

in with the fourth grade State Fair. 

But that's not all! Visitors got to see how students in the 

Clifton Cheder learned how to 'give back', with an ex-

hibit set up about the community service we took part 

in. At that booth, guests wrote thank you letters to real 

community helpers, and planted an apple tree to limit 

waste. 

Visitors received passports to help guide them on their 

fair journey, and students stamped the passports when 

they were visited.  

After prizes were awarded the those who visited the 

different exhibits, all were treated to Rita's ices, a neigh-

borhood project donated by the Goldberg family in 

honor of our own very special Cheder community. 

What a fair! Baruch Hashem a good time was had by 

all! 
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The Culmination of Community Curriculum 



 

Ezra Mazaud for being kind ° Gavi Rudolph for being helpful ° Simcha Klotzkin for being kind ° Gavi for 

taking responsibility ° Simcha Klotzkin for being helpful ° Yitzchak Gildin for being kind ° Simcha Klotzkin 

for being helpful and kind °  Nati Gershan for being helpful and kind ° Yosef Shalom Lehrfeld for being help-

ful and kind ° Yoel Rodionov for being kind °  Nati Gershan for being helpful and kind ° Aaron Rodionov for 

being kind °  Michael Crane for being helpful and kind °  Gavi Brager for complimenting °  Yosef Shalom 

Lehrfeld for being helpful ° Ariel Cohen for being kind °  Ezra Mazaud for complimenting ° Yosef Shalom 

Lehrfeld for sharing and being kind ° Rafi Hurwitz for being helpful and kind ° Gavi Rudolph for being 

helpful and kind °  Gavi Lowy for complimenting ° Yosef Shalom Lehrfeld for being helpful °  Dovid Buchholz 

for taking responsibility ° Yaakov Schwartz for complimenting, sharing and being kind ° Yaakov Cohen for 

being kind, taking responsibility, taking perspective and for being helpful ° Avraham Zarkhin for being 

helpful, kind, taking responsibility and taking perspective ° Ahron Krupnick for complimenting ° Elie Kovacs 

for complimenting ° Ahron Eisenberg for being flexible ° Mattis Thorburn for complimenting ° Yaakov Cohen 

for being flexible ° Ahron Eisenberg for sharing °  Suchy Mittel for letting it go °  Yaakov Cohen for being 

mevater °  Suchy Mittel for being kind and helpful °  Yaakov Cohen for being kind, helpful, taking responsi-

bility and taking perspective °  Shmuel Yair Litman for complimenting °  Ahron Krupnick for complimenting 

°  Ahron Krupnick for being helpful °  Yaakov Schwartz for being flexible °  Eli Kovaks for complimenting ° 

Shmuel Yair Litman for complimenting ° Yaakov Cohen for being helpful ° Yaakov Schwartz for being kind, 

mevater and for sharing ° Yaakov Cohen for letting it go, being positive and flexible ° Ahron Eisenberg for 

letting it go, being flexible and mevater ° Shmuel Yair Litman for letting it go and being mevater ° Simcha 

Bunim Rubin for sharing ° Akiva Kovacs for complimenting ° Ely Kovacs for being helpful °  Ahron Krupnick 

for being helpful and kind ° Shmuel Yair Litman for being helpful and kind ° Ely Kovacs for being helpful 

and kind ° Ahron Eisenberg for complimenting ° Ahron Krupnick for being helpful and kind ° Yaakov Cohen 

for being helpful ° Simcha Bunim for being kind and patient ° Daniel Hoffer for being kind, helpful and 

flexible ° Shmuel Kister for being kind, helpful and taking responsibility °  Shuey Noach Kushnir for being 

patient ° Akiva Moshe Klein for being kind, helpful and taking responsibility ° Avi Wilk for being kind and 

helpful ° Yosef Henoch Zidell for being helpful ° Yosef Zarkhin for being helpful and king ° Shuey Noach Kush-

nir for being helpful and kind ° Tzvi Strimber for being helpful and taking responsibility ° Yitzchok Yonah 

Lord for forgiving °  Akiva Moshe Klein for letting it go, being flexible and sharing °  Avi Wilk for being help-

ful °  Yosef Klotzkin for being kind and taking perspective °  Sholom Buckstein for taking responsibility ° 

Yosef Henoch Zidell for being helpful and kind ° Niam Settenbrino for being helpful ° Asher Levine for being 

kind, helpful and for sharing ° Yehuda Levin for being patient ° Moshe Wiederman for being patient ° Ba-

ruch Chai Baruchov for being patient ° Baruch Chai Baruchov for being helpful and kind ° Niam Setten-

brino for being flexible ° Niam Settenbrino for being honest ° Asher Levine for being kind, helpful and for 

sharing ° Eitan Menache for being patient ° Moshe Wiederman for being kind, helpful, positive, flexible, for-

giving and for taking perspective ° Asher Levine for complimenting ° Moshe Wiederman for being helpful ° 

Yehuda Levin for being helpful and kind ° Yehuda Levin for being kind ° Moshe Wiederman for being honest 

° Asher Levine for being helpful and kind ° Moshe Wiederman for being helpful and kind ° Baruch Chai Ba-

ruchov for being helpful and kind ° Niam Settenbrino for being kind, mevater, positive, flexible, patient 

and for letting it go ° Niam Settenbrino for sharing, being helpful and kind ° Baruch Chai Baruchov for be-



ing helpful and kind ° Asher Levine for being helpful and kind ° Asher Levine for being helpful and kind ° 

Baruch Chai Baruchov for being helpful and kind ° Asher Levine for being helpful ° Moshe Wiederman for 

being kind  ° Asher Levine for being helpful °  Niam Settenbrino for being mevater °  Niam Settenbrino for 

being kind and helpful ° Asher Levine for being helpful ° Asher Levine for being helpful and kind ° Moshe 

Wiederman for sharing °  Asher Levine for being helpful ° Moshe Weiderman for being kind ° Baruch Chai 

Baruchov for being helpful and for sharing ° Asher Levine for being kind ° Aryeh Sukenik for being kind ° 

Asher Levine for being helpful and kind ° Asher Levine for being kind and helpful ° Aryeh Sukenik for com-

plimenting ° Moshe Wiederman for sharing ° Moshe Wiederman for being helpful ° Aryeh Sukenik for being 

helpful and kind ° Asher Levine for being helpful ° Yaakov Zarkhin for being honest and thoughtful ° Ronen 

Vinnik for taking responsibility ° Yaakov Mordechai Shacham for achdus ° Dovid Schwartz for achdus ° Yaa-

kov Zarkhin for achdus ° Yedidya Rudolph for being kind ° Yaakov Mordechai Shacham for being kind ° Ba-

ruch Gavriel Kushnir for harmony ° Yedidya Rudolph for achdus ° Ronen Vinnik for achdus ° Ronen Vinnik 

for sharing ° Ronen Vinnik for sharing ° Simcha Baruch for achdus ° Moshe Mittel for achdus ° Ronen Vinnik 

for sharing ° Yaakov Mordechai Shacham for achdus ° Yanky Bergstein for sharing ° Shimmy Gildin for 

achdus ° Dovid Schwartz for achdus ° Simcha Baruch for achdus ° Yedidya Rudolph for appreciating ° Ye-

didya Rudolph for achdus ° Yedidya Rudolph for being kind and helpful ° Moshe Mittel for letting it go ° 

Moshe Mittel for achdus ° Shimmy Gildin for being helpful ° Baruch Gavriel Kushnir for achdus ° Yaakov 

Zarkhin for achdus ° Ronen Vinnik for achdus ° Ronen Vinnik for being kind ° Yaakov Mordechai Shacham 

for being helpful  ° Yanky Bergstein for being helpful, kind and for zerizus ° Dovid Schwartz for letting it go, 

gam zu l’tova ° Yaakov Zarkhin for encouraging and achdus ° Moshe Mittel for being kind and helpful  ° 

Yedidya Rudolph for being kind and helpful °  Ronen Vinnik for achdus ° Simcha Baruch for achdus ° Yaa-

kov Mordechai Shacham for being helpful and kind ° Dovid Schwartz for achdus ° Yaakov Mordechai Sha-

cham for achdus ° Yedidya Rudolph for achdus °  Moshe Mittel for achdus ° Baruch Gavriel Kushnir for 

achdus ° Shimmy Gildin for achdus and being honest ° Dovid Schwartz for being mevater ° Ronen Vinnik for 

being patient ° Yanky Bergstein for being helpful and kind ° Yakov Zarkhin for being honest ° Dovid 

Schwartz for being kind ° Dovid Schwartz for being mevater and flexible ° Yanky Bergstein for appreciating 

° Yaakov Mordechai Shacham for being helpful and kind ° Simcha Baruch for being kind and helpful ° 

Shimmy Gildin for being flexible ° Baruch Gavriel Kushnir for being mevater, letting it go, being positive, 

flexible and patient ° Simcha Baruch for being helpful ° Yaakov Mordechai Shacham for sharing ° Yanky 

Bergstein for being positive and flexible ° Yedidya Rudolph for being honest and letting it go ° Yanky Berg-

stein for being helpful, kind and sharing ° Shimmy Gildin for being honest ° Yaakov Mordechai Shacham 

for being helpful ° Yedidya Rudolph for being flexible ° Yanky Berstein for achdus ° Ronen Vinnik for being 

honest ° Yaakov Mordechai Shacham for being helpful ° Dovid Schwartz for being helpful ° Yakov Zarkhin for 

being flexible ° Moshe Mittel for being honest ° Baruch Gavriel Kushnir being helpful ° Moshe Mittel for being 

kind, helpful and sharing ° Simcha Baruch for taking responsibility ° Yedidya Rudolph for being flexible °  

Yehuda Leib Stern for complimenting ° Zevi Strimber for complimenting and being positive ° Yehuda Leib 

Stern for being kind ° Binyamin Cohen for being helpful and honest ° Zevi Strimber for complimenting ° 

Aharon Feinsod for complimenting ° Aharon Feinsod for being kind ° Aharon Feinsod for complimenting ° 

Zevi Strimber for complimenting ° Aharon Feinsod for complimenting ° Avraham Rothenberg for compli-

menting ° Yehuda Mathias for encouraging ° Yehuda Leib Stern for complimenting ° Aharon Feinsod for 

complimenting ° Yair Wolf for complimenting ° Binyamin Gonsher for complimenting ° Shimmy Wellikoff for 

complimenting ° Binyamin Cohen for being honest ° Eli Schwartz for being helpful ° Binyamin Cohen for 

complimenting ° Moshe Weinstock for appreciating ° Binyamin Cohen for being helpful ° Shimmy Wellikoff 

for encouraging ° Zevi Strimber for letting it go ° Zevi Strimber for complimenting and encouraging ° Bin-

yamin Cohen for being helpful, honest and sharing ° Zevi Strimber for being helpful and kind ° Yosef Mittel 

for being helpful ° Binyamin Cohen for complimenting ° Zevi Strimber for complimenting and being meva-

ter °  Binyamin Cohen for being honest ° Yair Wolf for being flexible ° Yair Wolf for being kind ° Benyamin 



Tova Levin for complimenting ° Fay Wiederman for complimenting ° Chana Rivka Lord for being helpful ° 

Chana Bergstein for being positive ° Tehilla Lazar for complimenting ° Chana Beila Buchman for compli-

menting ° Rivka Shaindel Kaiser ° Fay Wiederman for complimenting ° Ashira Awerbuch for complimenting ° 

Fay Wiederman for complimenting ° Tehilla Cohen for complimenting ° Guila Wolf for being helpful ° Guila 

Wolf for complimenting ° Avigayil Plittman for complimenting ° Guila Wolf for complimenting ° Tehila Lazar 

for being honest ° Guila Wolf for being helpful ° Guila Wolf for complimenting ° Esther Rothenberg for being 

helpful ° Guila Wolf for being mevater ° Tehilla Cohen for being helpful ° Ashira Awerbuch for being kind ° To-

va Levin for complimenting ° Tehilla Lazar for being mevater ° Avigayil Plittman for being mevater ° Ashira 

Awerbuch for complimenting ° Aviva Mathias for being flexible ° Noami Goldman for letting it go ° Kayla Set-

tenbrino for taking responsibility and being helpful ° Sara Zahava Weitzman for sharing ° Tuti Hurwitz for 

sharing ° Kayla Settenbrino for being helpful ° Batsheva Kagan for being positive ° Noami Goldman for being 

helpful ° Aviva Mathias for listening ° Yael Vinnik for being positive ° Yael Vinnik for listening ° Batsheva Ka-

gan for letting it go ° Noami for being helpful ° Noami for being helpful ° Aviva Mathias for listening ° Chana 

Sebbag for being honest °Sara Esther Feinsod for being honest and listening ° Batsheva Kagan for listening° 

Yael Rabinowitz for listening ° Aviva Mathias for being helpful ° Sara Zahava Weitzman for being helpful ° 

Yael Rabinowitz for listening ° Naomi Goldman for being helpful ° Aviva Mathias for being helpful ° Yael Vin-

nik for being helpful ° Tuti Hurwitz for being helpful ° Kayla Settenbrino for being helpful ° Chana Sebbag for 

being helpful ° Sara Esther Feinsod for being helpful ° Tuti Hurwitz for being mevater ° Yael Vinnik for being 

positive ° Naomi for being helpful, kind and flexible ° Batsheva Kagan for being helpful ° Yael Rabinowitz for 

being helpful °Yael Vinnik for complimenting ° Tuti Hurwitz for complimenting ° Sara Zahava Weitzman for 

being helpful ° 

Zarkhin for encouraging ° Menachem Compart for complimenting ° Aharon Henigson for complimenting ° 

Alex Wiederman for complimenting ° Menachem Compart for complimenting °  Aharon Henigson for compli-

menting ° Aharon Henigson for complimenting ° Benyamin Zarkhin for complimenting ° Alex Wiederman for 

encouraging ° Aharon Henigson for taking responsibility ° Aharon Henigson for listening ° Naftali Shulman 

for complimenting ° Aharon Henigson for complimenting ° Benyamin Zarkhin for encouraging ° Alex Wieder-

man for complimenting ° Benyamin Zarkhin for encouraging ° Alex Wiederman for being positive ° Yaakov 

Aryeh Kushnir for complimenting ° Meir Kagan for complimenting ° Ahron Henigson for complimenting ° 

Menachem Mittel for being helpful °  
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The Many Smiles of Clifton Cheder 
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An Evening in a Class of It’s Own 
ה“ב , with tremendous  סייעתא

 a lot of work and joint ,דשמיא

efforts, the Cheder successfully 

celebrated its 12th Annual Din-

ner earlier this month. 

Held in the BrightStone, Pas-

saic’s newest hall, the ambi-

ance of the event was very 

special. Beginning with a deli-

cious, beautifully layed 

out and very well attend-

ed shmorgasboard until 

the yummy dessert late 

into the night, everyone 

seemed pleased. 

The theme of the evening 

was music and thanks and 

both were woven into the 

program from start to fin-

ish.  

The evening was opened 

by Cheder dinner chair-

man, parent and 

board member, Mr. 

Shaul Feinsod, who 

used the “great 

Yanny or Laurel de-

bate” to help eve-

ryone see how 

much must go into 

a Rebbe, Morah or 

teacher making 

sure their lesson is 

“heard” by each 

unique member of 

their class in their 

own way. 

The first of Cheder parent and 

film producer Mr. Jarrod Hur-

witz’s video masterpieces was 

then shown. Wow! Unbelieva-

ble! Something really unique in 

the world of what sometimes 

can be boring school dinner 

films. This was anything but!  

Fast moving, invigorating and 

keeping you glued from start to 

finish, ‘Together Through Our 

Lens,’ starred our own 6th grade 

students Meir Kagan and Yaakov 

Aryeh Kushnir as they (or at least 

that’s how Jarrod made it look) 

produced the Cheder film. Be 

sure to log on to our website to 

watch it – along with your chil-

dren again and again. 

Rabbi Lazar then opened the 

formal program by repeating a 

thought he shared in his first Meet 

& Greet with the cheder parent 

body, back in 2013. 

ל“חז  teach us the importance of 

perfect balance using both right 

and left hands simultaneously. 

These represent love and struc-

ture, or in Cheder terminology, 

 Citing a .חשק and חינוך

supreme example of some-

one who has influenced our 

students with just that deli-

cate balance, Rabbi Lazar 

paid tribute to our Bais Yaa-

kov Supervisor, Mrs. Hadassah 

Svei שתחי‘ . Following his 

remarks, the female adminis-

trators presented Mrs. Svei 

with a beautiful silver parting 

gift expressing the Cheder’s 

appreciation for her two 

years of devotion to Bais Yaa-

kov of Clifton’s success. 

The Cheder wishes Mrs. 

Svei כל דבר טוב שבעולם. 

Next up was our parents 

of the year awardees 

Mr. Adam and Mrs. 

Chava Buckstein. Hav-

ing been taken by the 

Ch ed er ’ s  un us ua l 

warmth, the Bucksteins 

decided to enroll their 

growing family into the 

Cheder. In their case, 

that included both par-

ents who have been actively in-

volved in lending their talents and 

expertise whenever and wherev-

er possible. Mr. Buckstein serves 

on the Board and is very devoted 

to the Cheder’s success. In addi-
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An Evening in a Class of It’s Own 

tion to Cheder representatives, 

Mr. Bucksteins’s award was also 

presented by his esteemed 

Rov ,  Rabbi  Menachem 

Spira א “שליט . A JAHU Films video, 

interviewing the Bucksteins and 

their friends, allowed all those 

at the dinner to “get a feel” of 

what the Bucksteins are all 

about. No wonder the Cheder 

chose to honor them. 

A very special element of this 

memorable evening was the 

music. Hartzigeh background 

s o n g s  b e g a n  a t  t h e 

shmorgasboard with Reb Joey 

Newcomb on the guitar and 

Yair Shahak on the violin, quite 

a special talented pair. Howev-

er, before the main course was 

served, the crowd 

was introduced to 

the new singing sen-

sation, Yehuda Litke 

and his golden 

voice! Wow! What 

beauty, talent and 

hartz, all in one! 

Mr. Hurwitz’s third 

video zeroed in on 

some of the Chinch 

accomplishments of 

our dean, Rabbi Laz-

ar. Cheder Rebbeim, 

Darchei Noam Reb-

beim, Board members, Cheder 

parents, relatives, Mechanchim 

and even Rabbi Paysach 

Krohn, joined together on the 

film to pay tribute to the five 

years of נשמה that Rabbi Lazar 

has invested into making our 

school into what it is today. 
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In a very moving moment at the 

dinner Mr. Menachem Zarkhin, 

Clifton Cheder’s chairman of the 

Board, announced that in Rabbi 

Lazar’s honor, and to thank him 

for his years of around the clock 

devotion, the Cheder will be 

dedicating the entrance to the 

Cheder’s new permanent home 

to the memory of Rabbi Lazar’s 

parents, Rabbi and Mrs. Eli and 

Malki Lazar עליהם השלום. A special 

papercut from ארץ ישראל attesting 

to that future dedication was 

presented as a keepsake for the 

Lazar family. Special thanks to Mrs. 

Lara Gedzelman our “Israeli Che-

der correspondent” together with 

Mrs. Zarkhin for making all of those 

across the oceans arrangements. 

Following the film Rabbi Lazar ad-

dressed the full room of guests. 

As having received the Avodas 

Hakodesh tribute, Rabbi Lazar 

traced the origin of the award’s 

name to the פסוק of  ולבני קהת לא

נתן, כי עבודת הקדוש עליהם, בכתף  

“ישאו .” 

There the תורה instructs that no 

wagons are to be given to the 

 family as their job is to carry קהת

the  ארון which holds the תורה. For 

that sacred task, בכתף ישאו, the ארון 

must be carried upon their shoul-

ders. 

Rabbi Lazar told the 

story of five years ago, 

when after being 

hired, he met a Che-

der Rebbe. “What will 

the Cheder be like 

now that you are 

here? What can we 

expect?” the Rebbe 

asked. Rabbi Lazar 

responded that two 

things were certain. 

The Rebbe would 

work hard and would have fun 

doing so. Those two guarantees, 

Rabbi Lazar explained in his 

speech, were not just chosen by 

chance. They represent what he 

sees as the foundation of Chinuch 

throughout the ages. 

Due to the holiness and loftiness of 



the תורה, the ארון had to be 

carried. Torah students and by 

extension their Rebbeim, Moros 

and Staff are too precious to be 

bounced around in the wagon 

we call life. They must be han-

dled with care. Rabbi Lazar re-

layed that he tried to do his ut-

most to support the Cheder staff 

during his tenure.  

‘גמ according to the ,בכתף ישאו  in 

 also teaches us the ,ערכין

their assistants, the Board of Trus-

tees, led by the dedicated Mr. 

Zarkhin and his family, and last 

but never least, the ‘Why, Not the 

What’ of Clifton Cheder, the pre-

cious talmidim and talmidos. 

Rabbi Lazar thanked his siblings 

and paid tribute to his beloved 

parents זכרונם לברכה, who were his 

mentors in life in general and חינוך 

leadership in particular. Rabbi 

Lazar thanked his children and his 

,עזר כנגדו  w h o  t o g e t h e r 

celebrated their 27th wedding 

anniversary that night at the 

BrightStone, along with all the 

guests! 

It was a true honor, both to the 

Bucksteins and Rabbi Lazar that 

so many took the time and made 

the effort to attend the school’s 

dinner. Cheder parents, grand-

parents, רבני העיר along with local 

neighbors and friends filled the 

beautiful hall. Particularly special 

was the presence of Harav and 

Rebbitzen Chaim Yehoshua 

Hoberman שיחיו, Rosh Yeshiva, 

Mesivta of Long Beach; Harav 

Sholom Kaminetsky א“שליט , Rosh 

Yeshiva, Talmudical Academy of 

requirement for the לויים to sing. 

Their עבודה must be done בשמחה; 

Chinuch in 2018 is no different. 

The excitement, the רוח and the 

enthusiasm that now is synony-

mous with the Cheder culture will 

ה“אי  hopefully allow Rabbi Lazar’s 

work to be felt at the Cheder in 

the months and years ahead. 

Our dean carefully thanked so 

many of the groups of people 

who helped him make the Che-

der the success it is, and 

wished individual ברכות to 

each group. Among those 

included were, his partners, 

the Cheder parent body, the 

dedicated Rebbeim, Moros, 

teachers and assistants, the 

administrative team, Mrs. 

Kaplan and Mrs. Goldfarb and 
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Philadelphia; Rabbi Dovid Nojo-

witz, National Director of Torah 

Umesorah and Rabbi Yoel Kra-

mer, veteran Mechanech and 

master mentor to Rabbi Lazar 

and so many of our talented 

Rebbeim. 

A special surprise presentation 

was heartfeltly made by Rabbi 

Kagan and the Rebbeim. As a 

token of appreciation and to 

express the staff’s gratitude, a 

stunning leather bound two vol-

ume set was created of the color 

copies of the five years of 

B’Chadrei Chadorim publica-

tions. These will be a keepsake 

for Rabbi Lazar and allow him to 

look back with pride both on the 

calls. Special thanks to Mrs. Bina 

Zarkhin for all the many arrange-

ments with the hall and caterer. 

Mrs. Nava Wilk  deserves a spe-

cial thank you for the beautiful 

flower arrangements and Rabbi 

and Mrs. Avrohom and Rivky 

Bergstein for the beautiful and 

professional journal whose link 

you can access below or direct-

ly from our website. 

 thanks to all ,אחרון אחרון חביב

those who participated in our 

dinner, either by way of dona-

tion, ad, attendance or all of the 

above. Through your generosity 

the Cheder can continue to do 

what it does best. 

newsletters themselves and more 

importantly on all the comings 

and goings, and the special 

learning and programing, that 

took place during his years of 

leadership. 

A very moving kumzitz with our 

musicians and singer, joined on 

stage by the talented way be-

yond his years Moshe Eliyahu Laz-

ar capped off the evening. Those 

last few minutes of dancing will 

really be something to remem-

ber.  

A special thank you is due to Mrs. 

Kaplan and team for all the lists, 

invitations and mailings. Special 

thanks to all the parents who as-

sisted with mailings and phone 

http://movingjournals.com/journals/clifton-cheder-2018/

